
HOME ELLIPTICAL
THE INDUSTRY’S TOP-RATED
ELLIPTICAL WORKHORSE

The Landice E7 Home Elliptical has been manufactured to 
exceed industry standards. It is one of the most durable and 
dependable ellipticals on the market today. With a unique 
center-drive design and fixed 21" stride length you will find 
this elliptical to be the perfect solution for a low impact 
cardio workout.
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E7 Landice Achieve

9" color LCD with capacitive touch buttons

28 diverse programs that include HIIT and Fitness Tests

Display

Programs

Numeric keypad for quick data entry

Heart rate control (wireless chest-strap and contact heart rate)

Keypad

Heart Rate

1–20

500 lbs.

Resistance Levels

User Capacity

35" W x 76" L x 67" H

35" W x 68" L x 67" H

Active Footprint

Physical Footprint

110 VAC, 60Hz, 15A

2" Medical-Grade Side Rails

Power

Handrails

Fixed 21" stride

Center Drive

Stride Length

Drive System

11" diameter, 20 lbs.

2" Spacing with Orthopedic Gel Inserts

Flywheel

Pedals

4 User profiles

Yes*

Profiles

Bluetooth

MACHINES
BUILT TO

LAST

*Console does not include smart 
devices and subscriptions. All 
trademarks, used solely for 
identification, remain the property 
of respective owners and do not 
suggest any endorsement.  Apps 
availability is subject to change.



LIMITED 
LIFETIME 
WARRANTY

Landice ellipticals have been placed in the
most demanding commercial environments.
We are so confident in the craftsmanship of
the E7 Elliptical that we provide one of the
industry’s best residential warranties.

Limited Lifetime Parts and 1-Year Labor 
(individual console warranties vary).

To review additional elliptical details, please visit us at www.landice.com.
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THE ELLIPTICAL 
WORKHORSE
The Landice E7 Home Elliptical o�ers 
multiple and varied workouts with just one 
machine. Its center-drive technology 
replicates the natural stride of outdoor 
running with low-impact on your knees. 
Stand upright on the frame’s stationary 
platform and isolate your workout to 
strengthen your upper body using the 
machine’s variable resistance settings.


